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Figure 1: (a)A magnets arrangement used for
FieldSweep system. (b)The tracking. (c)Application
example (Magnifying glass).
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 2: Magnet patterns proposed in our method.

Our lives are ﬁlled with information. Information provided in public places, such as station signs,
maps, school bulletin boards, and billboards, is often printed on paper or boards and displayed on a
ﬂat surface. In recent years, the price of LCDs and
projectors has decreased, and more and more information is presented via digital signage. For example,
many information boards and vending machines with
touch panels have been installed in cities.
Many of these interactive systems are based on the
use of hand and ﬁnger movements. Therefore, there
is a growing demand for technology to detect the
motion of objects on a plane. In the past, capacitive touch panels, cameras, and infrared sensors were
mainly used for this detection. However, they are
expensive and require a power source, making it difﬁcult to deploy them ubiquitously.
In this paper, we propose FieldSweep, a tracking
method on a ﬂat surface using only permanent magnets and a smartphone. This method tracks the position of the smartphone as it slides above the permanent magnets (Fig.1). The basic mechanism is
to measure the magnetic ﬁeld created on the plane
by the permanent magnets using a three-axis magnetic sensor on the smartphone, and to estimate
the relative position to the magnets from the threedimensional vector of the measured magnetic ﬁeld
lines. Since only a permanent magnets and a ﬁxing
plate, such as an acrylic plate, are used on the plane
side, no electronic components or power supply are
required.
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2.1

measure the directional vector of the magnetic ﬁeld
using the built-in three-axis magnetometer. The angle of the measured vector is compared with the simulated data. The location of the data with the closest
angle is considered as the position of the magnetometer. The closeness of the angle is indicated by the cosine similarity between the simulated vector and the
measured one.

2.2

Magnets Arrangement

In our method, the sensor is calibrated with the
ambient magnetic ﬁeld because it constitutes noise
in the measurement. The ambient magnetic ﬁeld
is measured before tracking starts, and its value is
subtracted from the measured value during tracking. Therefore, the intended magnetic ﬁeld by the
magnets should be suﬃciently larger than the ambient magnetic ﬁeld, to perform stable measurement.
We perceived that an approximately 2 times stronger
magnetic ﬁeld is needed for stable tracking through
our study. Thus, it is desirable that the magnets are
arranged so that the magnetic ﬁeld intensity is large
enough all around the tracking ﬁeld.
Furthermore, the magnetic vectors must be in different directions at each location to uniquely determine the position. To achieve stable tracking by this
method, the magnets are placed with these two points
in mind.
In order to expand a single magnet’s magnetic ﬁeld
pattern to a large area, we considered two types of
extension method. One method is the repetitive expansion shown in Fig.2(b) and (b’). By arranging the
magnets in a checkerboard pattern with the N and S
poles facing forward, the magnetic ﬁeld area that can
be measured with a smartphone can be extended to
a larger area (Fig.2(b)). Here, the yellow square in
the ﬁgure is one unit, and the magnet arrangement
is repeated left to right, and up and down. Hereinafter, this unit is referred to as a repetitive unit.
The repetitive units have exactly the same magnetic

FIELDSWEEP
Tracking Principle

In FieldSweep, we ﬁrst store the magnetic vector
ﬁeld data of the plane above the magnets. The magnets are conﬁgured in a speciﬁc pattern. The data is
a two-dimensional array of three-dimensional vector
values. Next, we construct the actual magnet conﬁguration and place a smartphone on the plane at a
distance corresponding to the simulation. Then we
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for each grid point is shown in Figure 3. In pattern (a’), the average error over the entire area was
27.6mm, and in pattern (b’) it was 11.1mm. The errors for one side of the measurement area were 12%
for pattern (a’) and 9% for pattern (b’), which means
that the position could be detected with an error of
about 10% each.
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Various technologies have been developed for tracking and input using magnets. In particular, permanent magnets, which do not require a power
source and are inexpensive, are often used in humancomputer interaction (HCI) research because they
are easy to use and readily available[3][1].
Also, various techniques for two-dimensional tracking have been studied. For example, optical sensors,
cameras, or capacitive sensors are used. These methods require a power supply and installation cost.
Some methods use hand-held machines or sensors
for tracking, like our method. For example, mechanical and optical mouse methods have been proposed
for interaction to detect object movement. However,
since these methods can only estimate relative movement, the initial position must be speciﬁed. Some
research used a capacitive touch panel or an LCD
to track mobile devices on a planer surface[2]. Our
method does not require special patterns for the surface and only requires a smartphone as the handheld
machine.

Figure 3: Results of accuracy evaluation. The average error [mm] for each grid point is shown. Pattern
(a’) on the left and pattern (b’) on the right. The
black ﬁgures show the magnet position.
ﬁeld pattern, so the magnetic vector can be unique
only in one repetitive unit. Therefore, the absolute
position can only be estimated within this one unit.
Furthermore, we assumed that we can use a magnet
array called a Halbach array[4] to expand the range
of the magnetic ﬁeld further. In the Halbach array, a
horizontal magnet is inserted between each magnet.
The magnetic ﬁeld on the top surface is enhanced by
the interference of the vertical and horizontal magnets. We used this idea to expand a magnetic ﬁeld
further, for Fig.2(a) and (b) each. They are shown
in Fig.2(a’) and (b’), respectively. In the following,
we refer to them as pattern (a’) and pattern (b’),
respectively.
In pattern (a’), a single magnet’s magnetic ﬁeld
was enlarged to a circular pattern. The magnets are
placed horizontally to strengthen the magnetic ﬁeld
on the upper surface, using the idea of the Halbach
array.
In pattern (b’), we used the Halbach array again to
expand the size of one repetitive unit of the checkerboard pattern. A horizontal magnet was placed between each of the upward-facing magnets. This arrangement generates a suﬃcient magnetic ﬁeld on
the tracking surface even when the magnet spacing is
widened. As a result, the repetitive unit range can be
large, compared with a simple checkerboard pattern.

2.3

RELATED WORK
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CONCLUSION

This paper presents FieldSweep, a two-dimensional
tracking method using only a smartphone and inexpensive permanent magnets. This method requires
no external power supply, no electronic components,
and no attachments to the smartphone.
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